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Though partially hidden while sheltering under a leaf during the day, this little Two-spined Spider (Poecilopachys australasia) was noticed
and then photographed by Tissa Ratnayeke in the norther suburbs of Darwin. These spiders emerge at night to build a circular web which
is then eaten in the morning. This is a female, less that 8 mm in length, the males are much smaller and look quite different.
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September Meeting

Unexpected Splendour: the secret world of wasps
Presented by: Madalene Giannotta
Wednesday 14 September - CDU Casuarina. Room BLUE 2A
This presentation will follow the AGM which commences at 7 pm.
Madalene was to have been the Club’s guest speaker in
June, however she had to unfortunately cancel her visit
to Darwin at short notice. We have invited Madalene
back, though for this presentation we will be using AV
technology to beam Madalene from Canberra into our
venue at CDU.
The word ‘wasp’ usually conjures images of a maligned
black and yellow insect attempting to viciously sting
you at the, now-ruined, family picnic. This couldn’t be
further from the truth! Wasps are an enormously diverse
insect group with over 100,000 species worldwide, and
thousands more likely to yet be described. Many wasps
are physically incapable of stinging humans, and those
that are, often are not dangerous to humans or use their
stings only as a last resort attempt to avoid predation.
Wasps come in a remarkable array of shapes, sizes and
colours: from the micro-Hymenoptera, which can be as
tiny as 0.1 mm in length, to the bulkiest known wasp,
the Tarantula Hawk (Pompilidae), at a whopping 50 mm
long. They vary from the charismatically coloured bright
orange velvet-ant fuzzballs (Mutillidae), to the brilliantly
iridescent cuckoo wasps (Chrysididae). Many are fully
winged, some are not. Some are embellished with
exquisite ornamentation, “hairs”, or detailed sculpturing,
whilst others possess a humbler ensemble.
From colony-forming predators (social wasps) that
keep insect pests at bay, to solitary parasitoids* that
are useful as natural biocontrol agents, their biology
and life-histories are equally as varied, and they play
different yet immensely important roles in our terrestrial
ecosystems, including valuable pollination services.
Australia is no exception to this wasp diversity, and is
home to approximately 10,000 species, with similarly
many thousand new-to-science species still to be given
a formal name. Join Madalene Giannotta for a night of
waspy wonders, with a detailed look at the Australian
velvet ants, which despite their name and appearance,
are actually solitary parasitoid wasps.
Madalene is a PhD candidate at the Australian National
Insect Collection (CSIRO) and the Australian National
University in Canberra, who studies the delightfully
interesting and often-times beautifully gruesome,
Hymenoptera (an insect order comprising the ants, bees,
true wasps and sawflies). Her research centres primarily
on the systematics of the wasp families Mutillidae
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From top: Ephutomorpha sanguineiceps unicolorata
(Mutillidae – Velvet Ant); Labena keira (Ichneumonidae –
Darwin wasp); Gasteruption sp. (Gasteruptiidae – Carrot
wasp). Photos: Madalene Giannotta
Below: Tiny wasp (Eulophidae). Photo: James Dorey

(velvets ants) and Ichneumonidae (Darwin wasps), with
a focus on the evolution of defensive adaptations.
*Parasitoid wasps deposit their eggs onto (or inside of) the bodies of other
arthropods, the host organism (usually the larval/pupal stage of other
insects). The developing larva will consume the host, ultimately leading to
the host’s death.
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September Field Trip
Exploring Lameroo Beach

Sunday 18 September, 7.30 am

It’s quite possible the Club hasn’t formally visited this strip of coastal cliffs on the edge of Darwin’s CBD in at least the past
fifteen years, if not longer. Club member Roland recently went for a walk through here and was encouraged by what he
discovered. He says he was actually quite surprised at how beautiful this site presents, the colour, the texture and variety
of rock both on the beach and cliff is outstanding,
wildlife is also there, the scrub fowls are more like
mountain goats and not shy at all. A well formed path
leads down to the beach which was once the location
of the Lameroo Baths.
Meet: at the Cenotaph carpark on The Esplanade.
For your wellbeing and safety bring drinking water,
hat, sun protection, and enclosed walking shoes.
If you have them, you may also like to bring camera
and binoculars.
Duration: approximately 1.5 to 2 hours.
Difficulty level of walk: 2 out of 5 (maximum).

Notice of The Northern Territory Field Naturalists’ Club Inc.’s
Annual General Meeting 2022 and Special Resolution
The Annual General Meeting of the Club will be held at 7.00 pm on Wednesday 14 September 2022 in Blue Precinct,
Room 2A, Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University. Items to be considered include:
• a Special Resolution to amend the Club’s constitution, as shown below*
• President’s report
• the audited accounts for 2021‐22 and Treasurer’s report
• election of Office Bearers and Management Committee for 2022‐2023
*The Northern Territory Field Naturalists’ Club Inc.’s constitution currently states cheques are to be used to withdraw
funds. The Club’s Executive Committee recommends the constitution be amended to reflect current electronic banking
practices. The current copy of the Club’s constitution can be viewed on the Club’s website:
http://ntfieldnaturalists.org.au/site/assets/files/1657/ntfnc_constitution_2012_-_final.pdf
The following Special Resolution will be proposed at the AGM:
That the constitution of The Northern Territory Field Naturalists’ Club Inc. be amended as follows:
Replacement of current Section:
10.4 Withdrawal of any monies from the Club accounts shall be by cheque signed by two persons on the Executive
Committee who have been authorised to do so by the Executive Committee.
with the following Section:
10.4 Withdrawal of any monies from the Club accounts shall be authorised by signature, or by electronic means, by
two persons on the Executive Committee who have been authorised to do so by the Executive Committee.
Nature Territory - September 2022
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August Meeting Report
Our Sea Level Secrets
Report by: Roland Muench

On 10th August 2022 a group of just over twenty NT Field Naturalists’ Club members gathered at the usual venue
Room Blue 2A at Charles Darwin University for a talk by well known and popular local presenter Ian Morris with
the topic titled ‘Our Sea Level Secrets – past and present’.
Ian is a man of many hats including author, presenter,
tourist guide, science teacher and others but foremost
that of being a true naturalist at heart. Indeed, when
getting to know him through his talks one can’t help
to get the impression of a man imbued with ‘Biophilia’
a medical term for ‘The love of nature’. Also he is one
of those very rare individuals who are equally at ease
with the deductive rationality of Western Science as
well as with the intuitive circular logic of first Nation
People culture that sees everything connected in
context both temporal and spatial. This unique personal
ability of Ian to transcend cultures surely stems from
his long period of life in Arnhem Land which entailed
extensive indigenous involvement both in his role as
science teacher but also in private life with the local
traditional clans when growing up as a boy and forming
friendships. Ian speaks Djambarrpuyŋu, Warramirri
and Gupapuyŋu – all local Indigenous languages visited
on the Cape York & Arnhem Land itineraries and says,
‘I was fortunate enough when young to be taught by
traditionally-born and raised Arnhem Landers. Passing
on what I learned is a privilege.’
To begin the talk, the speaker confronted us with the
question ‘Where do Australian Aboriginal people come
from?’. Ian explained that in theory they came across
the Indian Ocean, but it is still unclear how and exactly
when, with contemporary estimates ranging between
60,000 to 70,000 perhaps even 80,000 years ago.
Genetically we know they are mostly from out of Africa,
the cradle of Homo sapiens, but according to DNA
analysis there are also Asian connections in a multiregional model. The oldest human fossil of Australian

Koolan shelter on the Kimberley coast, evidence of 29,000 years of
use by humans. Photo: Ian Morris.
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Aboriginals has been dated 45,000 years. Although
sparse, the archaeological record of the Northern
Territory however provides evidence of settlement
around 60,000 years ago at Malakunanja and
Nauwalabila, although there is controversy surrounding
the thermoluminescent dating of these sites.
Thermoluminescence dating (TL) is the determination,
by means of measuring the accumulated radiation
dose, of the time elapsed since material containing
crystalline minerals was either heated (lava, ceramics)
or exposed to sunlight (sediments). As a crystalline
material is heated during measurements, the process
of thermoluminescence starts. Thermoluminescence
emits a weak light signal that is proportional to the
radiation dose absorbed by the material. Madjedbebe
(formerly known as Malakunanja II) is a sandstone
rock shelter in Arnhem Land, in the Northern Territory
of Australia and is said to be the site of the oldest
evidence of human habitation in the country. It is
located about 50 kilometres from the coast. It is part
of the lands traditionally inhabited by the Mirarr, an
Aboriginal Australian clan of the Gaagudju people, of
the Gunwinyguan language group. Although the site
is surrounded by the World Heritage Listed Kakadu
National Park, Madjedbebe itself is located within the
Jabiluka Mineral Leasehold.
Ian then pointed out that in order to really understand
the origin of the history of Aboriginal occupation we
need to take into account the tremendous geological
changes that came about during the late Pleistocene
and early Holocene. It appears that significant change
has occurred within relatively short time-frames as a
direct result of interactive processes during the late
Holocene in coastal northeastern Arnhem Land and it
has been proposed that processes of environmental
and climatic change resulted in changes in resource
distribution and abundance, which in turn influenced
patterns of settlement and resource exploitation
strategies, levels of mobility and, potentially, the size
of foraging groups on the coast. The Pleistocene (often
referred to as the Ice Age) is the wider geological
epoch that lasted from about 2,580,000 to 11,700
years ago, spanning the Earth’s most recent period of
repeated glaciations, while the Holocene is the period
following the Pleistocene to the present.
Nature Territory - September 2022

The Pleistocene ‘ice-age’ and Holocene is roughly
the period during which human species evolved
and fluctuated between glacials (low sea level) and
interglacials (higher sea level) within a maximum
range of up to estimated 200 m or more sea level
changes. There have been 25 fluctuations in the
Pleistocene and we are currently in an inter-glacial.
The last glacial was 20,000 years ago when Australia
then formed a single landmass together with New
Guinea and Tasmania, now referred to as Suhal. In
fact the northern coastline then was 400 km to the
north of the Top End and with warming factors and
melting ice caps the coastline eventually retracted at
a rate between 1 m to 23.7 m horizontally per year in
a spatially highly variable manner until sea levels had
reached the present level and together in conjunction
with sedimentation by rivers stabilised about 6000
years ago and thereafter even slowly advancing out
towards the sea through the formation of cheniers
(narrow ridges of beaches), geologically the youngest
of Top End landforms.

Influence of ice ages on mainland extensions.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_Sunda_and_Sahul.png

Ian alluded to the fact that in the late Pleistocene
glacial there was also huge freshwater lake roughly
where Arafura Swamp is located and reasoned that
this can also be deducted from local Aboriginal oral
history. Today sea levels are 125 m higher compared
to this last glacial a dramatic change which forced
many former freshwater people (living around this
inland lake) to turn into saltwater people by a rapidly
advancing coastline. Archaeological research of
occupation sites dating to the period of 10,000–6000
BP suggests occupation encompassing the time of
rising sea levels and the ‘Big Swamp Phase’. Effective
precipitation and temperature were gradually
Nature Territory - September 2022

also increasing during this phase. During the postPleistocene transgressive phase, the down-cut river
valleys of northern Australia were drowned. The
various river systems responded differently to this
event. Some, like Darwin Harbour, became deepwater embayments. Others, through processes of
sedimentation, formed vast mangrove swamps. This
has been described as the ‘Big Swamp Phase’ and
dates from about 7000 BP to approx. 4000 BP.
Ian then explained that 4000 years ago sea levels
finally stabilised to present levels and this with
evidence of the analysis and dating of massive
middens (aboriginal food processing sites, home bases
and waste dumps) all along the current NT coastline
have provided us with an explanation of population
dynamics during this part of the Holocene. Other
supporting evidence comes from artifacts such as
stone tools, still made until recent times and also rock
art (some dating to 50,000 years). For example from
rock art we can deduct that Thyalcine was here until
4000 years while fighting scenes thought to stem from
terrestrial conflict caused by sea level changes, From
middens we know that the variety of marine shells
increased with sea level probably because walking
distances to food sources decreased and so allowing
access to a wider range of inter-tidal food sources.
There are 300 carbon dated archaeological sites
across the Top End in total giving us a good picture
of what happened over the last 10,000 years. Ian
presented slides of the Koolan Shelter 2 as one
of the oldest that dates at least 29,000 years ago.
Abundant and complex rock art testifies to the rich
cultural and spiritual lives of the original inhabitants
of the Northern Territory, and in many areas of the
Northern Territory there is a cultural continuum
between the earliest inhabitants and the indigenous
population today. Rock art apparently is extremely
difficult to date with any reliability, and it can also be
difficult to identify a linear sequence of art due to the
reworking and reinterpretation of older art by younger
generations. However archaeologists have been able
to identify three distinct phases of art: pre-estuarine
(dry climate and extinct animals), estuarine (rising sea
levels and marine fauna), and freshwater (freshwater
fauna, moving into ‘historical’ subjects such as
Makassan traders, and European technology eg. guns).
Likewise the composition of middens also contains
many additional clues to history. Within the vicinity of
shelter and midden sites there is evidence of farming
and examples include Portulacca Gardens, cultivation
of Solanacea, Toothache Tree, bush tomato and Noni
Fruit. Mangrove worms which are actually an oyster
feasting in dead mangrove is also a cherished food
source of saltwater Aboriginals together with sharks
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liver which is only hunted when the liver is enlarged
during certain times and found only then have higher
omega 3 content. Local cycads too are an important
staple with the same Aboriginals that somehow
learned how to detoxify the fruit.
Eventually this interesting talk finished as we run of
of time. There is just so much to learn and know on
this topic and for those interested to dive deeper,
Ian kindly provided us with his references below to
which I added Wikipedia links that I used to prepare
this article together with Ian’s co-authored book ‘A
Natural History and Field Guide to Australia’s Top End’.
The talk made all of us acutely aware of the dramatic
Referances:
Alan N. Williams, Sean Ulm, Tom Sapienza, Stephen Lewis, Chris S.M. Turney
“Sea-level change and demography during the last glacial termination and
early Holocene across the Australian continent”, Climate Change Research
Centre, School of Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, The
University of New South Wales, NSW 2052, Australian Extent Heritage Pty
Ltd, 3/73 Union Street, Pyrmont, NSW
2009, Australiac ARC Centre of Excellence for Australian Biodiversity
and Heritage, James Cook University, PO Box 6811, Cairns, QLD 4870,
Australian College of Arts, Society and Education, James Cook University,
PO Box 6811, Cairns, QLD 4870, Australian Centre for Tropical Waterex and
Aquatic Ecosystem Research, James Cook University, Townsville, QLD 4811,
Australian ARC Centre of Excellence for Australian Biodiversity and Heritage,
Palaeontology, Geobiology and Earth Archives Research Centre, School of
Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, The University of New South
Wales, NSW 2052, Australia
Akerman, Kim “Wandjina – Notes on some Iconic Ancestral Beings of the
Northern Kimberley” Hesperian Press 2016
O’Connor, Susan “New Radiocarbon Dates from Koolan Island, West
Kimberley, WA.” 1989
O’Connor, S. 1984 “Report of a Preliminary Archaeological Survey in the
Buccaneer Archipelago North-West Australia”. Unpublished report prepared
for the Australian Heritage Commission”
Shrire, C. “The Alligator Rivers Prehistory and Ecology in Western Arnhem
Land”. Terra Australis 7. Department of Prehistory, Research School of Pacific
Studies, Australian National University: Canberra 1982

changes to Top End landscapes and how this would
have affected the First Nation People that lived here
during that time. However it also made me ponder
on contemporary and far more rapidly advancing
existential threats brought on by the apparent
accelerating climate change and sea level rises.
Conservative predictive estimates range from roughly
1 to 5 m rise by the end of the century. Apparently
if all ice melts in the context of significantly warmer
temperatures it would ultimately result in a rise of 75
m worldwide clearly submerging all of Darwin as its
highest natural ground elevation above sea level being
a mere 22 m, perhaps I should get a canoe.
James, Bentley (Facilitator) “Shellfish: Meaning & Place – A Yolngu Bilingual
Identification Guide to Shellfish in NE Arnhem Land” Tien Wah Press 2016
ISB“N 978-0-9784264-5- Canberra : Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
; Atlantic Highlands, N.J. : Distributed by Humanities Press, 1982
Lane, Peter “Geology of Western Australia’s National Parks” 4th Edition 2017
Daniels Printing Craftsmen Perth
Mangolamara Sylvester, Lily Karadada, Janet Oobagooma, Donny
Woolagoodja, & Jack Karadada “We Are Coming to see You” Dambimangari
Aboriginal Corporation & Wunambal Gaambera Aboriginal Corporation
Freemantle Press 2018
“Sea-level change and demography during the last glacial termination and
early Holocene across the Australian continent” 2017
Published by Elsevier Ltd, Climate Change Research Centre, School of
Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of New South
Wales, NSW 2052, Australia
Brockwell et al. “Radiocarbon dates from the Top End: A cultural chronology
for the Northern Territory coastal plains” Brockwell et al. “Holocene
settlement of the northern coastal plains, Northern Territory, Australia” ANU
2011
Penny van Oosterzee, Ian Morris, Diane Lucas, Noel Preece “A Natural History
and Field Guide to Australia’s Top End” Gecko Books
2014, reprinted 2017, 2020 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Thermoluminescence https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleistocene https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holocene https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madjedbebe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sahul

Saved in the nick of time at Milingimbi, this midden was just about to be used for road fill, note front end loader bucket mark. Photo: Ian Morris.
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August Field Trip Report

Exploring the Fogg Dam Board Walk
Report by: Michelle Edmonds
Fogg Dam is always a good day out and particularly when it’s the setting for the NT Field Naturalists’ monthly field
trip. Having Club members to share their knowledge of the natural flora and fauna and history of Fogg Dam was
a real treat and the biodiversity of the area is second to none. At around 8.30am on a relatively cool August day,
Tissa kicked off the trip along the waterlily walk, an easy 2.2km return walk through the monsoon forests and out
to the open waterway. Although a mild day, there were plenty of mosquitos present, so after we had all put on
our sunscreen and insect repellent, we were off.
Counting Heather Boulden and Jeremy Hemphill
amongst the Club members in attendance was
especially enlightening as founding members of
Friends of Fogg Dam, we were able to find out first
hand some of the fascinating history of the dam
and surrounding areas. Fogg Dam forms part of the
Adelaide River catchment system and is subject to
the seasonal changes of the wet and dry seasons
of the tropical Top End. The dam was first built as
part of the Humpty Doo rice project in the 1950s.
Although the rice project was an abject failure, which
was erroneously blamed on the magpie geese, the
Dam was proclaimed as a Bird Protection District in
1959 and is now open all year round for visitors to
witness the spectacular wildlife that calls it home. The
traditional owners of the region, the Limilngan-Wulna
people, also still play an important role in taking care
of the lands.
The first wildlife spotted of the trip was the impressive
golden orb spiders as their webs are commonly seen

hanging high across the tracks. The females are the
ones usually seen sitting on the webs and are giant,
which is in stark contrast to the very small males.
Tissa managed to find some examples of the shed
skins which are discarded as their skin does not grow
with them but is periodically shed to reveal a new,
larger body. Although they may look ferocious, they
are quite a timid spider and unlikely to cause any
real harm to humans, although I still wouldn’t like to
accidentally walk into a web and find out.
Early in the walk we heard the unmistakable call of
the Rainbow Pitta (the first calls of the season that
this keen birder has heard) which was then sighted
shortly after as it bobbed along the ground throwing
up leaves in its wake whist looking for insects amongst
the leaf litter. These colourful and secretive little birds
are a draw card for many birders as they are endemic
to the Top End of Australia. The walking tracks around
Fogg Dam are one of the most reliable places from
which to spot these little birds.

Above from left: Swamplands Lashtail (Tropicagama temporalis); Pacific Baza still flying despite damage to feathers; female Red-headed
Honeyeater feeding on misteltoe flowers (Decaisnina signata). Below from left: Tissa does a talk on spider moulting, shed exoskeleton of female
Nephila pilipes; Dahl’s Aquatic Frog; female Leaden Flyctcher. Photos: Michelle Edmonds.
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As we meandered through the shaded monsoonal
forests, the path soon gave way to the open
floodplains and boardwalks that are installed to allow
visitors access out into the waterways. From here
we spent time watching the many water birds that
call this place home from the jacanas, terns, ducks,
kingfishers, geese and darters to a White-bellied SeaEagle on its nest which could be seen in the distant
tree line with the aid of binoculars or telephoto
camera lenses. There was also the call of a Channelbilled Cuckoo in the distance which seems to have
stayed resident throughout the dry season rather than

migrating north as they usually do. Some of the keeneyed Club members also spotted the Dahl’s Aquatic
Frogs in amongst the reeds. A distinctive looking frog
with large bulbous eyes and a green stripe down it’s
back, it is the only known frog species in Australia
which is entirely aquatic.
Many Club members opted to take a self tour along
the dam wall after the field trip to see more of the
diverse wildlife that calls this unique eco-system
home. Fogg Dam really does have something for
everyone and it is a privilege to have this Conservation
Park only 45minutes from the city of Darwin.

Above from left: Comb-crested Jacana; Graphic Flutterer; Grey Whistler. Below from left: Water Spider (Dolomedes facetus); Black-faced Cuckooshrike; young female Northern Golden Orb-weaver (Nephila pilipes). Photos: Phil Smith.

Fogg Dam bird list by Michelle Edmonds:
Magpie Goose
Radjah Shelduck
Green Pygmy-Goose
Orange-footed Scrubfowl
Channel-billed Cuckoo
Comb-crested Jacana
Whiskered Tern
Australasian Darter

Little Pied Cormorant
White-faced Heron
Pied Heron
White egret sp.
Australian Ibis
Straw-necked Ibis
Pacific Baza
Whistling Kite

White-bellied Sea-Eagle
Azure Kingfisher
Blue-winged Kookaburra
Forest Kingfisher
Sacred Kingfisher
Rainbow Bee-eater
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
Rainbow Pitta

Dusky Myzomela
Red-headed Myzomela
Black-faced Cuckooshrike
White-bellied Cuckooshrike
Varied Triller
Gray Whistler
Green Oriole
Australasian Figbird

Arafura Fantail
Spangled Drongo
Paperbark Flycatcher
Shining Flycatcher
Lemon-bellied Flycatcher
Mistletoebird

Approaching the end of the boardwalk. Photo: Michelle Edmonds
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Chitter Chatter - excerpts from the Club’s Facebook group
Kerryn Martin - 4 September
In my Darwin backyard these two were very animated with each other. Not
sure if this was a courting ritual or a fight. Maybe someone can shed some
light on this behaviour for me.
Alana de Laive - Males engaging in combat. Popping the crests and dewlap
is the dragon equivalent of flexing their muscles in a show of strength. Nice
capture!
Ed: Male Swampland Lashtails (Tropicagama temporalis)

Judith Mohr - 3 September
Can I please get an ID on this spider? Found in Tiwi.
Owen Gale - Mouse spider, medically significant and put on a spectacular
defensive display, but they are good at avoiding contact. Please don’t nuke your
whole environment because one boy comes wandering by. They travel all over this
time of year looking for females so this one could have come from some distance.
Judith Mohr - We released it into our garden. Thanks for the ID.
Ed: this season’s first post to the Club’s Facebook page of a male Northern Mouse
Spider (Missulena pruinosa).
Samantha Duffy - 26 August
I recently photographed this
large flower high up in the
canopy of East Point Reserve.
Andrew Bell - Yes, Bombax
ceiba (family Malvaceae
which includes Hibiscus,
Kapok Bush, Okra, Boabs,
Kurrajongs, Cotton…). Tree
used in the top end for
making dugout canoes.
Veronica O’Keefe - 28 August
Found these tucked into the bank of the Victoria
River at Kalkarindji, NT. Can anyone id for me
please? I have no resources around hand.
Chris Woolskinny - Cane toads
Gavin Dally - Cane toads
Scott Rian - 29 August
May I please have a
plant ID. Location: CDU,
Casuarina Campus.
From a solitary flower, I
think. Shrub like plant.
Chordate leaves though
mostly abscised.
Anita Meadows Helicteres isora
Donald Vogelsang Anita nailed it, underrated native shrub.
Nature Territory - September 2022

Jill Huck - 30 August
The Intersection: turtle tracks overlaying the ranger vehicle tracks.
Casuarina Beach this morning.
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Chitter Chatter - continued from previous page

Athena Rob - 27 August
Mistletoe Bird “planting” a mistletoe seed on
a tree.
Rhonda Knuth - What’s it laying?
Athena Rob - excreting a (sticky) mistletoe
seed. It’s how mistletoes are germinated on
to trees.
Alan Petersen - mistletoe in the open
woodlands and many other vegetation types is
considered ecologically, a “keystone species”.
Its intermittent flowering throughout the year
helps to provide valuable energy for many
species to survive times of scarcity, thus the
“keystone” label, but it’s largely dependent
upon this little bird for its distribution.

Michelle Edmonds - 1 September
Incredible experience finally catching up with the Black-breasted Buzzard
but sad that it looks like it is starting nest construction in a tree about to
be demolished at Lee Point.
Pat Bradley - This may be the one I saw circling over Alawa / Casuarina
recently! Very exciting - and so distressing that it may be displaced by the
unnecessary DHA demolition project.
Geoff Whalan - 27 August
Can anyone ID these finches? - Lee
Point Dam
Marc Gardner - Holy cow, they
are actually sub-adult Star Finches
(transitioning from juvenile to adult)
- bill shape, rump and tail plumage
and body colour. Good photo and
good record!
Stuart Hairy-Butler - Marc does that
mean Star Finch and Gouldian are
breeding in that area?
Marc Gardner - Stars have probably come in from elsewhere. However,
there is a strong likelihood that the Gouldians did breed there - they are
known to nest in Woolybutts which are in CCR.

Kasey Chabiera - 30 August
Seen at Howard Springs Nature
Park.
Tissa Ratnayeke - Pretty baby
huntsmans.
Amy Dewhurst - Tissa, aren’t they
just supremely cute
Tissa Ratnayeke - Amy, interesting
that the colour can make a
difference in people’s perceptions.
Clare Pearce - Oh how beautiful
Page 10

Grahame Patterson - 5 September
Rufous throated honey eater at Tumbling
Waters NT
Nature Territory - September 2022

NT Field Naturalists’ Club Directory

FIELD
NATURALISTS’
CLUB Inc.

President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee Members:

Andrew Bell
0428 882 979
Michelle Edmonds
Mary Fathers
Graham Brown
0417 804 036
Leona Sullivan
0423 951 874
Victor Sales				
Roland Muench
Mathi Sakthivel

BirdLife Australia Liason Officer:
Newsletter Editor
Website and Facebook:

Andrew Bell
Tissa Ratnayeke
Tissa Ratnayeke

0428 882 979
0417 659 755
0417 659 755

Club notices
Thank you: The previous issue was formatted and despatched by Tissa Ratnayeke.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to
news.ntfieldnatsnt@gmail.com
Deadline for the October newsletter: Friday 30 September 2022
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Club Meetings are generally held on the second Wednesday of every month, commencing at 7:00 PM,

on the Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University.

Club Field Trips are usually held on the weekend following the meetings.
Need a Club membership form?
Go to: http://ntfieldnaturalists.org.au/membership/

Subscriptions are on a financial-year basis and are: Families/Institutional - $30; Singles - $25;
Concessions - $15. Discounts are available for new members – please contact us.
Top End Native Plant Society General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday
of the month at the Marrara Christian College, corner Amy Johnson Ave. and
McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 pm (speaker at 8 pm). Visit http://www.
topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 0459 440 665.

Club website:

http://ntfieldnaturalists.org.au

Nature Territory - September 2022

Club Facebook Page:

www.facebook.com/groups/ntfieldnaturalistsclub
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